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How to access whatsapp backup on android

For most people breaking or losing their phone means they're up a few hundred dollars, but the real cost is data. Of course, media and files on Google Photos or Google Drive will be backed up, but many other apps don't automatically back up your data. One of these apps is the immensely popular WhatsApp, and if you don't know how to back up
WhatsApp, one small error could cost you years of messages. Read also: How to back up your Android phoneFortunately, it only takes a few moments to create a WhatsApp backup in the cloud and is completely free. Here's how to back up WhatsApp and you'll never lose another message again. How to back up WhatsApp If you are worried about backing
up WhatsApp files, the good news is that they have already been backed up on your phone. The app automatically backs up every night, provided you're connected to WiFi and have enough storage and battery life. However, only cloud backups will protect you if you lose or break your phone. To help with this, WhatsApp also has a built-in function to back up
all your messages and media to the cloud via Google Drive. It can be automatically worked every day, week, or month, with the added option of manual security whenever you want. How to back up the WhatsAppTap three dots in the upper-right corner, tap Settings.Tap Chats, and then tap Chat backup at the bottom. Configure WhatsApp backup settings. At
the top of the screen, you'll see when a WhatsApp backup was created, plus the ability to back up now. Be sure to do this on WiFi if possible, as media security support can use a lot of mobile data. Read also: 21 essential WhatsApp tricks and tips you should knowBelow that you can choose a Google Account to which you want to do back up, back up
frequency and more. We recommend that you don't use security security security to pay for videos, as you'll quickly eat this through google drive storage capacity! It is worth noting that for now you can only back up WhatsApp files through Google Drive. If your phone doesn't have Google Play Services (for example, newer Huawei phones), you may not be
able to back up WhatsApp using the method above. In addition, WhatsApp backups are not protected by end-to-end encryption such as messages and are automatically deleted from your Google Drive account after a year of inactivity. Restoring whatsapp backups When you want to install WhatsApp on a new phone, the process of restoring all your
messages and media via backup is easy. Before you start, make sure you sign in to the same Google Account you used to back up. How to restore WhatsApp backupInstall WhatsApp via Play Store or App Store.Open WhatsApp and confirm your Number. Tap Restore when prompted during setup. Tap Next and wait for the WhatsApp backup to complete.
WhatsApp will first return all your messages and then move on to the media which may take longer. If you reinstall an app on your phone that has a local backup, WhatsApp can use that copy instead. Copy. By default, local backups are created every day, so they can have newer data than your cloud backups. That's all you need to know about how to back
up WhatsApp messages and media! See more WhatsApp guides and news below. Android is for everyone, and this includes people who need help to see/hear or otherwise control their device. For this purpose, there are system-wide accessibility settings baked in Android, and you can control them through the Accessibility section of the Settings app. This is
right at the bottom near the about phone and developer settings. Your own device can have many, many more - the LG G3, for example, has enough to fill the post all its own - but as long as you have Android, you should at least have them. Let's open it and explore it together. Services: Many apps can take advantage of Google's accessibility APIps to better
serve their users and to make our phones more. If you checked Tasker or AutoVoice and were asked to turn them on on the Accessibility tab, here's where they appear. Here's where to turn them off if you decide you no longer need their services. By default, there is only one service in the list of services: TalkBack. TalkBack: Talkback provides verbal, audio
and vibrational cues for visually impaired users by acting as a built-in screen reader. It can be turned on or off here, and you have been given a shortcut to TalkBack settings, which include changing the volume and reading height, when speech should and should not stop, and what feedback should be provided to vibrations even during touch. TalkBack
progress features like Explore on Touch can be amazing, but they can also observe and repeat sensitive information such as credit card information and passwords. When using these features, connect to the environment and volume. Descriptions: This will allow closed subtitles at the system level, allowing videos to adjust the user's style/description size
settings when applicable. This was introduced in Kit Kat, so phones still on Jelly Bean or ICS may not support subtitles at the system level. Magnies: With magning, we're getting into accessibility features that could prove useful to Android owners who don't have a disability. Triple tap to zoom or zoom in, and triple tap and hold to magnify what was under your
finger. Useful for older users or for use with apps that don't scale well on smaller devices, such as Vudu. Great text: This one is quite an explanation in itself. If you click this, all text will immediately become larger across your device. No finesse, no setting of a certain size, just plain or large. This is useful for those who have problems with small text, whether
they are very visually impaired or just need a little help without reading glasses. Power button ends call: Another quick this one can also be useful to a wide range of users. If you want a physical button to end a call, this is your answer. Just be. Be. from that if you're someone who often turns on the screen during a call. Automatic rotation: I have no idea why
this is here, but it is. This is duplicating the auto-rotate setting in part of the screen and works the same way. Check to enable, make sure the screen rotation is locked. Talking passwords: This could understandably come back very quickly, so enable only if/ when you absolutely need it. Accessibility Shortcut: This will allow you to quickly enable accessibility
features, even when your device is locked. This can come in handy on tablets with multiple accounts and on text-to-speech: This will take you to a sub-menu that will allow you to choose the text-speak engine of your choice. Google's default setting, but there's a wide range of replacement services that can be used. You can also choose the speed of speech
and engage in languages if you use more than one. Tap and hold the delay: This will change the length of time you have to hold for any press and hold actions. For those with dexterity issues, a longer delay can help while navigating their device. Although there are many settings here, there are a few that I do not see. The one that screams at me the most is
the one I'd actually use: inversion. Flipping the screen so users can have white text on black backgrounds for apps can help improve readability. For those who are accustomed to dark environments or have photoshoitivity - which can accompany eye strain or migraines - twisting and darkening the screen is a godsend. Fortunately, it seems that the inversion
comes in AndroidU L. And, again, your phone may have additional accessibility settings. These are just the bare minimum you can expect to see in Android. Source: Joe Maring/ Android Central WhatsApp is one of the largest messaging platforms around, and the Facebook-owned service offers more than two billion monthly users. While the service may not
be prominent in the US, its use is almost ubiquitous in markets such as India and Brazil, where it is used for everything from delivery tracking to payments. While it lags behind things like Facebook Messenger and even SMS messages here in the US, WhatsApp is an immensely powerful app to get acquainted with. Whether you're a WhatsApp professional or
a novice, here's everything you need to know about it! So many features, all free WhatsApp stands out as one of the best messaging apps on the market thanks to its feature pack and free admission price. You can send messages to anyone, make phone calls/record voice/video calls, and access your conversations on any device. There's no reason not to
use it. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central If you're not entirely sure what WhatsApp is, here's the height of the elevator. WhatsApp is a free messaging app that allows you to send text, audio and image messages via data/Wi-Fi to anyone who has the app. It works just like texting, with a ton of additional features that make the experience more enjoyable.
Some some The biggest draws to WhatsApp are simple group messages, access to messages on the desktop, end-to-end encryption that keeps your conversations going and more. You'll also get little good things like read receipts (so you know when your messages were seen) and typing indicators for people you're talking to. In addition to messages,
WhatsApp allows you to make voice calls, video calls, and the Status feature, which is basically your own version of Instagram Stories. The best part? You get all this 100% free. Setup is super easy Source: Android Central If you're interested in what WhatsApp has to offer and want to start for yourself, it's incredibly simple. Download the app, follow the
instructions it gives you, and you'll be good. WhatsApp can feel a bit scary the first time you open it, so to make sure you know what you're doing and where it's all, we've created an in-depth guide to guide you through the whole start process with WhatsApp and all its basic features. Need help inviting people to use WhatsApp with you? This is covered in our
guide. Not sure how to use WhatsApp Status? And that's explained. How to set up and start using WhatsApp for Android WhatsApp works for Android and iOS Source: Joe Maring / Android Central One of the best parts about WhatsApp is the fact that it works on both Android and iOS. Unlike iMessage, which is only available for Apple devices, you can
download and use WhatsApp on whatever iPhone or Android device you want. Not only that, but you can talk to people on WhatsApp regardless of which phone they have. In other words, if half of your family owns an iPhone and the other half have Android phones, you can have one-on-one or group conversations without any problems - regardless of their
phone of choice. This benefit goes a step further if you ever find yourself switching from iPhone to Android. If you've used WhatsApp on your iPhone, you can export your conversations, import them to your Android phone, and create conversation data so you can start chatting on your new Android handset as if nothing happened. How to restore WhatsApp
conversations from iPhone to Android Supports dark mode! Source: Harish Jonnalagadda/Android Central Dark Mode is currently one of the hottest app trends, and WhatsApp supports it... kind of. From this point on, you will need to download the Beta version of WhatsApp to access dark mode on the Android app. This is not ideal, but it is easy enough to do
and it is good, worth the effort. WhatsApp looks beautiful with dark mode and like any good dark mode, adheres to the default system so it will automatically enable when you change the theme across the phone system. How to get dark mode in WhatsApp for Android right now There are tons of notification controls Source: Andrew Martonik /Android Central
As you start getting more and more WhatsApp messages, your notifications can come out To help combat this, WhatsApp gives you plenty of control over said notifications and how they work. Do you want to change the sound you hear when the message arrives? WhatsApp allows you to do this. Not satisfied with how your phone vibrates when you get a
new message? You can change the vibration pattern. If your phone has an LED notification light, you can change the color it displays for WhatsApp messages. Some of these settings are quite minor in the great scheme of things, but if you want to play around and customize all these settings, WhatsApp allows you to do just that. How to manage notification
settings in WhatsApp for Android You can send money (if you live in India) Source: Harish Jonnalagadda/Android Central For our readers living in India, WhatsApp is extra useful thanks to its support of a unique payment interface in the country – more commonly referred to as UPI. Using UPI, WhatsApp allows you to send and receive money from other
WhatsApp users directly through the app, making it beautiful and easy to eat or movies. It is unclear whether this feature will ever reach the US or other countries, but we certainly hope it will. How to set up payments and send money on WhatsApp for Android WhatsApp data can be backed up with Google Drive Source: Android Central If you're using
WhatsApp as your primary messaging app or just using it to communicate with a handful of people, it's a good thing to make sure all your conversations are backed up to the cloud. Cloud backups are built into WhatsApp and handled through Google Drive. Simply connect your Google Account, choose how often you want backups to occur, and you're all set
up. If you end up getting a new phone or have to delete and reinstall WhatsApp for any reason, it will search for that backup so you can restore all your settings and conversations as if nothing had happened. How to make a back up and restore WhatsApp messages with Google Drive Two-factor authentication is here Source: Harish Jonnalagadda/Android
Central Having a secure digital profile is one of the most important things anyone can do, and a great way to do that is with two-factor authentication. Two-month authentication acts as an additional wall of security between you and your online account, and we are thrilled that it is available for WhatsApp. Getting a 2FA run with WhatsApp is pretty easy, but
just in case, our guide below guides you through every step. How to set up two-factor authentication for your WhatsApp account Deletion account is a painless process Source: Joe Maring/Android Central WhatsApp is arguably one of the best messaging platforms out there, but if you find yourself wanting to delete your account for any reason, it's very simple.
Deleting a WhatsApp account is a permanent process that will completely delete all your personal information and conversations, so think carefully before pulling the trigger. However, if this is what you know you know You want to do, you'll be done within seconds. You can reactivate your account in the future if you decide to return, but you'll need to start
from scratch as if you were joining WhatsApp for the first time. How to delete your WhatsApp account So many features, all free WhatsApp stands out as one of the best messaging apps on the market thanks to its feature pack and free admission price. You can send messages to anyone, make phone calls/record voice/video calls, and access your
conversations on any device. There's no reason not to use it. that's.
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